PARISH CHILDREN AND POOR APPRENTICES
lay two together in bunks arranged round the walls in two tiers,
*boarded and set one above the other... a flock bed, a pair of sheets,
two blankets and a rugg to each*. Prayers and breakfast were from
6.30 to 7. At 7 the children were set to work, twenty under a mistress,
'to spin wool and flax, knit stockings, to make new their linnen,
doathes, shooes, mark, etc.'. This work went on till 6 p.m^ with an
interval from 12 to i for 'dinner and play'. Twenty children were
called away at a time for an hour a day to be taught reading, some also
writing. Some children, we are told, 'earn a halfpenny, some a penny,
and some fourpence a day*. At twelve, thirteen or fourteen, they were
apprenticed, being given, at the master's choice, either a' good ordinary
suit of doaths or 205. in money'.16
This is a description written in terms of praise, and the London
Workhouse was handsomely endowed. In theory the children in parish
workhouses were treated in much the same way. But the nurses were
inmates of the house, generally dirty and decrepit, and London work-
houses were apt to be terribly overcrowded. Hanway said he had
known six or eight children crowded into one bed,17 and in 1774 the
parish of St Leonard's Shoreditch, petitioning for a Bill to buy ground
for a new workhouse, said that they were obliged to put thirty-nine
children into three beds, * by which means they contract disorders from
each other'.18 The teaching in workhouses (a few parishes excepted)
generally given by one of the inmates, was perfunctory to the last
degree.
The dominant motive of London charities for children was to prevent
vagrancy with its hideous results of disease and crime; all aimed at
giving children a start in life by means of apprenticeship - the boys to
be bound * to the sea-service*, or the more laborious trades, the girls as
a rule to domestic service. Parish charities were dosely inter-related
with poor relief, other charities tended to provide for those who could
not claim parish help. The methods in all cases were a preliminary
training, followed by an outfit of clothes, the choice of a master and
(usually) the payment of an apprenticeship fee. All were subject to
die pressure of the demand that children brought up by the parish
or'by charity should not be placed on a level with those who were
not so hdped, far less given an advantage over them, and feeling
sometimes ran high over the rivalry for industrial opportunity. The

